GARY REPORT

Truth and Progress Continue

I love it when I write something, and people grasp it and add truth to it that enhances and expands it—proving all the more the certainty of Bride truth and the GREAT veracity of the Scriptures. And such was the case with the last “Gary Report”—not once but twice! First, Rian in Australia once again responded, and let me share his wonderful insight and affirmation.

You wrote of Lot’s wife: "She was in type the first Remnant. They were indeed the salt of the earth, and unfortunately the salt lost its saltiness in Christianity." I'm wondering, if Lot's wife was in type the first Remnant, then was Ruth in type the second Remnant? Ruth was a Moabitess, who of course had offspring through Boaz, the kinsman redeemer, who was in the lineage of Yahshua. It's also interesting that the Moabites came from Lot's older daughter, which would correspond with the 2nd thousandth year of the two-thousand-year period of Christianity. That would then pave the way for Ruth, the Bride, to come out of Christianity, so to speak, and become the bride of Boaz/Yahshua.

We rejoice that Yahweh multiplies His word. But, I have an unfortunate thing in common with this brother as well. For both of us, we have lost our wives and family members via the influence of Christian leadership—Rian’s stemming even from when he was a Christian. And, both of us are still married. It is a painful process, particularly for myself at this time in that my fiftieth wedding anniversary is coming up on June 6, and this means nothing to her. When one is principled concerning marriage, as Rian and I are, it is a painful and costly price to pay, and one wonders why it has to happen. One thing for certain though, we know all too well the bitter sting of the blindness of Christianity, and the ills of living in this flesh.

Adding to what Rian shared, Jim McManus next responded to Rian’s comments with this insightful and revealing observation.

Tying into this, is Satan the salt that has lost it's savor? He has "preserved" the office of the 12th apostle.

“You are the salt of the earth; but if the salt has become tasteless [foolish], how can it be made salty again? It is no longer good for anything, except to be thrown out and trampled under foot by men” [Matthew 5:13].

"And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your seed and her seed; He shall bruise you on the head..." [Genesis 3:15].

The second verse here sounds like men trampling on the head of Satan (the serpent). Are these two verses related?
Also, the word for tasteless (lost savor) means foolish: “Professing to be wise, they became fools” [Romans 1:22]. Same word.

Let us now look at what the Father continues to perform in Africa, for which we greatly rejoice! First, you will recall that Bishop Lawrance led a group of fourteen pastors to come to Caleb’s home and prostrate themselves before him and repent of all the evil they had brought upon him and the Bride. This was followed by yet another group, and they all continue to proclaim the Bride. But even the strongest can be led away, and Lawrance met a pastor from Michigan (USA), and this man said he was bride as well and turned Lawrance’s heart away from Caleb. It is a fearful thing that even the strong can be led astray. But there is only one Bride work. And gratefully, Caleb is a good leader, and he and two other key brothers got into the car and this time they traveled to Nairobi and appealed to Lawrance that there is only one Bride. Lawrance then saw his error and the delusion of following the Michigan pastor and repented, including calling me and asking for forgiveness. Now he and two other brothers have joined Caleb and are conducting the third and final leg of their efforts to establish leadership in each county in Kenya—in part to prepare for Jim and my return there in December. The Father is establishing a strong and ever-stronger work there. Here is Caleb’s report:

I am happy how the Father revealed to Bishop Lawrance that the only true bride is the original work of the Bride, and that the Bride can never give birth to another bride but to Emmanuel.

There are six of us traveling together. In the car are John Jowi, Joshua, Pastor Moses, and myself. Riding on a motorbike are Lawrance and Reverend Mwasi. In our journey we don’t have funds for a hotel but are sleeping in the car, and normally park the car at a petrol station or police station. Mwasi and Lawrance sleep outside with a night watchman.

We are in Turkana County, which because of a drought is a desert with no vegetation, no water, and people are eating dogs and dead animals. Water is more difficult to get than petrol.

From here we will go to Baringo County. Life is hard there as well with no food, water, and our Bride brothers are dying.

I read online a report which said that it has not rained in that area for nine months! This is not to minimize their suffering, but it reminds me of the drought there has been on the word of God for two thousand years, and even on the kingdom itself, as well as the plight we are in when possessing these cursed bodies. When we enter into a born-from-above body, we will then have something to contrast to this wretched state and see how inferior and desperate and wretched we were. But now, we have to have the latter rain of His Spirit. This two-thousand-year drought is MOST difficult!

And with regard to Walter, he has been busy as well. First he taught 311 ex Muslims in Mombasa, the major port city in Kenya, who confessed that they were willing to die in defending the Bride teachings. Next he traveled to Malindi, north of Mombasa and also on the eastern coast, where he taught 167 pastors and 45 elders, and reported that it too
was a very fruitful teaching. Upon returning, he sent 600 Africa tracts to them, which are highly desired and most affective in revealing the true fate of Africa and the great need for the fulfilling Bride work. And as this report is being written, Walter is in Lesotho, Africa, nestled all the way down in the heart of South Africa. Here is the email I received, requesting that Walter come and teach them as well.

Dear the true servant of the Lord, Gary Naler. My name is Bishop Peter and I have been hearing a lot about your teaching of the Bride. We were to visit Kenya in December when you were there, but unfortunately we didn’t manage to. We have been planning with brother Walter for him to come to Lesotho and have been saving some money for his air tickets. We are having a very big meeting of around 850 pastors and have requested Walter to come and teach us. For the first time we will get the opportunity to hear the teaching on the Bride, and have collected enough money to get the air tickets to and from Lesotho. But he has told me he needs $250 to get to the airport. I can only promise to get him back home from Nairobi when he is back, and we are praying that you may help him get to Nairobi so that he can catch the flight on Friday. We look forward to hearing and enjoying the teaching of the Bride. Thank you and kindly don’t give up the good work you are doing.

I look forward to advising you of Walter’s success there. Based on all of our meetings, I am certain of the wonderful acceptance and progress taking place in establishing the Bride in and throughout all of Africa. And, may it birth forth and spread throughout all the earth!

Come quickly, Immanuel!

Blessings,

Gary

To be a part of this financially, click here.